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Abstract—A multi-angle student examination mode combined with the characteristics of the computer courses is presented on the basis of the existing examination methods in order to overcome the shortcomings of examination mode of the blending teaching. The mode integrates the online examination and the offline examination effectively. Firstly, the paper summarizes the existing problems of the examination mode of the blending teaching. Secondly, the framework of examination mode is presented and describes the content of every layer in detail. Lastly, the mode is applied to the virtualization technology Course. The experimental results show that the examination mode is very effective and can reflect objectively the student's learning situation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Blending Teaching combines the advantages of the traditional teaching methods with the advantages of the networked teaching methods. It plays a leading role in guiding, inspiring and monitoring the teaching process, and fully embodies the initiative, enthusiasm and creative of the students as the main body of the learning process [1-3]. And then blending teaching can improve the quality of teaching and can improve students' independent thinking, innovation and comprehensive competitive ability. At present, the blending teaching mainly focuses on definition, mode, strategy and principle. The study of blending teaching is less on the teaching practice, and learning effect [4-6]. The whole system and operation method have not been formed yet. The purpose of some examination modes of blending teaching is still to improve student achievement and ignores the students' usual performance. These can’t give full play to the advantages of the blending teaching.

In order to solve the above problems, the paper uses the resources provided by National Learning Resources Repository to integrate the online examination and the offline examination effectively, to design a multi-angle student examination mode, and to apply it to the virtualization technology Course.

II. THE DESIGN OF EXAMINATION MODE OF BLENDING TEACHING

The traditional course examination mode focuses on the summative evaluation of students' final examination and the blending teaching needs to consider various teaching methods used in the process to teaching to construct a comprehensive, scientific, objective and accurate assessment evaluation system, to stimulate students’ interesting in learning and enthusiasm.

The paper combines with the characteristics of blending teaching and the basic situation of students and integrates the formative evaluation and the summative evaluation to study the comprehensive learning situation of students and to test the effect of blending teaching. The examination method is shown in Fig. 1. Among them, the formative evaluation is mainly composed of e-learning and offline learning, the summative evaluation includes mid-term examination and final examination. The following sections describe them in detail.
A. E-learning

E-learning includes mainly learning resources, online testing, Net-homework and forum chatting. Learning resources include course guide, classroom teaching, reflecting emphasis and difficulty of micro-class and library sharing which are provided by the network platform. The course guide is composed of introduction to the course, syllabus, teaching calendar, assessment, teaching environment, and teaching team. The students can know the syllabus, teaching content and experimental environment of the whole course. The classroom teaching includes teaching PPT, emphasis and difficulty, Teaching objectives, experimental instructions and operating video etc. The online testing is composed of my test questions, test item bank, my self-testing and statistic students’ exercise. Through online testing, teachers can choose a number of simple subjective questions for students to practice according to the teaching content from the test item bank before the classroom teaching and the teachers can know students’ mastery degree to teaching content according to the students’ answering to the questions; The teachers can choose a number of difficult questions to further understand the students’ mastery degree to emphasis and difficulty after class. Net-homework includes course homework, students’ results and forum chatting. The teachers may give the achievement according to homework and results. The teachers can release knowledge related to course and broaden the knowledge of students. Students can also put forward some questions in the forum, teachers answer the questions.

B. Offline learning

Offline learning includes speak times in classroom, the enthusiasm for participation in group discussion, the completion of experiments and attendance. It can find the students’ enthusiasm for the course and the activity of learning and can collect some information that other evaluation methods can’t collect through observing attendance, classroom performance. The information can help teachers to adjust the teaching strategy in time. Classroom speaking mainly refers to answer the questions raised by teachers. The questions may be some key issues. The students can use electronic equipment to find answers by the network and summarize the answer. It not only improves the students’ ability to summary, but also increases the students’ understanding of knowledge. Group discussion is to discuss a project, to express their views, and to put forward different views; the experiments are completed under the guidance of experimental instructions to improve students’ practical ability, and to promote students’ interesting in learning theoretical knowledge.

C. Summative Evaluation

The summative evaluation includes the final examination and the mid-term examination. The mid-term examination and final examination take the form of a closed book. The proportion of the mid-term and final examinations can be adjusted according to the actual teaching situation.

III. APPLICATION OF THE EXAMINATION MODE

In this paper, the effect is analyzed from the experimental Classes and non-experimental classes. The experimental Classes use the blending teaching method, the examination method uses the equal.1 to compute. The non-experimental classes use the traditional methods of teaching and use the equal.2 to compute the examination scores. The test results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Table 1 is the result of the analysis of examination scores.

The Examination Scores of Experimental Class= mid-term examination*15%+ final examination *20%+ usual performance *10%+ course homework scores*30%+using network platform*25%

The Examination Scores of non-experimental Class = mid-term examination *20%+ final examination *40%+ usual performance *10%+ course homework scores *30

![Fig. 2. The Examination Scores of Experimental Class Diagram](image)
The paper discusses the examination mode of combining formative assessment with final examination based on the national learning resources repository on computing application technology. The mode overcomes the shortcomings of traditional classroom teaching that focuses on the final examination results. The teaching practice proves that the examination mode is very suitable for the computer specialized courses, which can stimulate the students’ interesting in learning and can improve the students’ ability to analyze the problems.
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